
Traveller’s click pack
Pack your bags, and hit the road. It’s time for a roadtrip! Experience nature, people 
and cultures across the continents. You don’t need to leave breadcrumb trails along the 
way, just make a cool gadget with this click pack and let it map your journey. Kit 
comprises GPS3 click, microSD click, 8x8 G click, BUZZ click. Give a name to 
every expedition you go to, keep your “captain’s log” full of juicy details, so you can 
one day tell the most amazing bedtime stories to your grandchildren. This bundle 
comes at a bargain price.
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Tracking and security click pack
Safety first. Whether it’s your house, car, or a cookie jar, you want to know if someone 
is messing with your belongings. Don’t be too harsh if your kid is just borrowing the car 
for the night out without you knowing, but you’re allowed to go into a frenzy if 
someone is stealing grandma’s expensive handcrafted furniture. Whatever might be 
happening this mighty pack of click boards will help you develop a gadget which keeps 
you informed instantly. A carefully chosen collection of boards includes GPS3 click, 
GSM2 click, Accel click, Relay click and GSM antenna included. Price is specially 
crafted as well.
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Pocket radio click pack
Even in wild forests, misty mountains or rocky seashores with no GSM coverage or 
internet you might get a signal from a local radio station and enjoy music or get your 
daily dosage of weather reports. You don’t get to choose the songs, that’s the down 
side of it, but you’ll surely figure something out (switching the station when it starts to 
get on your nerves is one solution). Get your creative kicks and develop a gadget with 
FM click, CapSense click, Flash click and 8x8 G click. The prices are as irrisistable 
as your favorite TOP 10 chart!
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Click Packs
Get your creative kicks with a pack of clicks! Get your favorite 
packs at amazing prices, clear a table at your garage and start 
making the coolest gadgets. Possibilities are limitless, and bounded 
only by your imagination. Each bundle’s name is a new project 
idea. Combine clicks with mikromedia or Easy boards, develop a 
firmware in your favorite compiler and bring your creation to life 
(OK, that sounded a bit like making Dr. Frenkenstein’s monster). 
Every click boards comes with basic examples, but it’s up to you to 
combine them into an awesome device which will make you a 
number one inventor in the neighbourhood (or Jedi Maker, if you 
like it better).
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I like it loud click pack
If you’re the type of person that nods your head in a rythm of a drum beat at the bus 
station with two wires hanging from your earlobes - than this is a click pack for you. Or 
maybe you like playing the air guitar or smashing the invisible drums at the favorite 
breakpoint of a rock song. Create a device with MP3 click, Joystick click, microSD 
click and 8x8 G click and have it your way. Earbuds: check. microSD card: check. 
Battery: check. Now play that music loud!
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Hiker's click pack
If you like climbing the mountains or walking for dozens of miles just to witness the 
sunset at the peak of a breathtaking landscape - than we’ll help you get there safe. 
Compass click, 8x8 G click, Altitude click and SHT11 click is a perfect collection 
sensors that will enable you to invent gadgets which will make you an unmistakable 
guide. Your own version of man versus wild can begin. Surely, a few friends along the 
way can make the experience more fun, with you as the true leader of the pack (note: 
girls love men with confidence).
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Talk to things click pack
Don’t mind your best friend staring at you in disbelief when you tell your lamp to turn 
off - and it listens. Superpowers from science-fiction movies will be at your disposal. 
We’ll supply the magic ingredients: SpeakUp click, Relay click, WiFi Plus click and 
Buzz click, but it’s up to you to combine them into the coolest gadget which listens 
and carries out your commands. Become the appliance wisperer (if that term even 
exists), but do hold the secret to yourself.
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Storm chaser's click pack
The might and power of storms bring the humility and awe to all living beings on Earth. 
The rush of adrenalin when the lightning flashes and thunder breaks is equally there. 
Some of us like to chase that excitement in search for the severest storms, hurricanes 
and tornadoes, and the others just like to be warned on time to get the shelter filled 
with enough burritos and board games to last for a week. Thunder click, Pressure 
click, SHT11 click and microSD click is the pack that will provide your device the 
right kind of data so you can do either of those two.
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Beyond keys click pack
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Imagine how a key will look like to a young kid ten years from now: a strange carved 
piece of metal with no obvious features that indicate its purpose. Maybe it’s a small 
saw for cutting something? No, it’s too dull for that... Now with this click pack you can 
start living in the future. We’ve carefully selected RFid click, Wifi PLUS click, Relay 
click, Buzz click and four RFiD tags to help you create an RFiD doorlock for your 
home. Who knows, maybe a year from now your kids will look at traditional keys with 
the same confusion as in our hypothetical story.
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Pollution preventer click pack
Carbon monoxide is the gas you can't see, smell or taste, but must avoid. It’s essential 
to know how much mollecules of it surround you at any given time. It can be created 
by burning fossil fuels, or just by smoking cigarettes. If you want to sleep without 
worrying, then hop into your maker shed and make use of CO click, GSM click, Relay 
click, microSD click and GSM right angle antenna. Create an early warning and 
pollution preventing device that will potentially save lives.
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Wireless guru click pack
We are swimming in a sea of invisible electromagnetic waves, all carrying gigabytes of 
data every milisecond. If you want to tap into this amazing world and surf like a pro, 
you need to master the most popular wireless communication standards. We’ll help you 
become the wireless guru with WiFi Plus click, Bluetooth click, BEE click and nRF 
C click. Once you do, anything will seem possible. Clicks are carefully selected and 
given at bargain prices.
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Voice Remote click pack
Scientists say that an average person spends about 4 years of his lifetime looking for 
misplaced remote controls - that’s completely made up, but it does sound plausible 
doesn’t it? According to our made up statistics, people also spend a few more years 
fighting with their partners or siblings over the right to hold the remote and choose 
channels. Now, with our Voice Remote click pack you can make a remote control out of 
your own voice. Stop wasting your years flipping couch pillows and monopolize your 
channel changing rights. Combine SpeakUp click, IR click, Buzz click, Relay click
and enjoy yourself.
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App-Lighting click pack
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Turn up the lights in here, baby; extra bright, I want y'all to see this. It’s a click pack 
for designing a DMX512 controller. That means stage lights, disco lights, or a really 
cool LED installation in your living room. The kit comprises a RD485 click 3.3V, WiFi3 
click, ETH click and a BLE P click, so you can build a smartphone app and tinker with 
your lights whenever you want.
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Master Chef click pack
A fast way to build a slow cooker. Based on the Flip & Click demo from Maker Faire 
Rome, Master Chef click lets you precisely control and time cooking processes. Rotary 
B click acts like a knob to control the heat, while Thermo click gives temperature 
feedback. RTC2 click is there to make sure you don't burn your stake. Finally, OLED W 
click would let you know when the food is done.
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Breathalyzer click pack
Kiss of death or breath of fresh air? Test with the Breathalyser click pack. Based on the 
Flip & click demo from Maker Faire Rome, the click pack comprises a combo of gas 
sensors – Alcohol click and Air Quality click, together with a pair of 8x8 clicks to display 
the results. See the results and decide whether to go out on a date or continue 
tinkering with your clicks in privacy (don't drive if the alcohol level is high).
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Weatherman click pack
If you are too busy tinkering with your hardware to go outside, the Weatherman click 
pack is a perfect solution to keep you in touch with the outer world. You'll be able to 
hold confident chats about the weather and avert potentially uncomfortable social 
encounters. Based on the Flip & click demo from Maker Faire Rome, this click pack 
comprises a Thunder click, an OLED W click, a Weather click, and an Ambient light 
click.
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Magic Ball click pack
A hi-tech take on the classic decision making aid. A shake will decide your fate. Because important life decisions shouldn’t be left to a coin toss. Better let billions of transistor give you a 
pseudorandom yes or no. Based on a particularly popular Flip & click demo from Maker Faire Rome, this click pack contains Accel click, OLED click, Button click, and Buzz click.
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